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SOUTH KIVU: NEW US-AID 5-YEAR PROJECT TARGETS 
180,000 PEOPLE

On 22 June, the United States International Development Agency 
(USAID) officially launched a new 5-year food security programme 
targeting some180,000 people in Kabare and Kalehe territories, 
near the border with North Kivu. Awarded to a consortium led by 
Mercy Corps that includes World Vision and Harvest Plus and two 
Congolese NGOs, the project aims to improve food security, 
nutrition and economic well-being. The project, which de facto 
started in October 2016, runs until September 2021.

TANGANYIKA: ASSISTANCE FOR DISPLACED PEOPLE

12,000 displaced people, who have found refuge in Katanika after 
fleeing violence in Kalemie Territory in December 2016 and 
January 2017, on June 19 started receiving essential household 
items and shelter through a USAID-funded fair organized by the 
NGO Catholic Relief Service.  This assistance complements aid 
received earlier that included food from WFP, and health, hygiene 
and sanitation assistance from international NGOs as Oxfam.

ITURI: AVIAN, MALNUTRITION AND SEXUAL 
VIOLENCE

On 16 June, The UN's Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) 
experts provincial health authorities recorded the deaths of over 
22,000 ducks, 2,000 chickens and 300 pigeons due to the avian 
flu. Since the disease appeared in the province in April, 16 
outbreaks have been recorded in three of the five territories of Ituri 
(Djugu, Irumu and Mahagi). To combat the spread of the disease, 
poultry is being slaughtered in the affected areas. FAO and 
provincial authorities estimate that some $1.5 million is needed. 
The prospect of the disease affecting neighboring provinces is very 
high, the experts have said.
More than 400,000 children under five suffer from chronic 
malnutrition in Ituri Province, according to a report of DRC’s 
National Nutrition Program (PRONANUT) published on June 16 
that cited poverty, population displacement and poor dietary 
habits as contributing factors. The humanitarian community 
estimates that malnutrition has become, by its scale, a major 
public health issue, contributing to nearly half of the mortality of 
children under five years. Humanitarian actors estimate that some 
3.5 million children are affected across the country, of which 1.9 
million suffer from severe acute malnutrition. Read here our story 
on malnutrition in Haut-Lomami Province.
39 cases of rape were registered in May 2017 in Irumu Territory, 
Ituri Province, according to sexual violence experts.  29 of the cases 
were committed in Bunia while the remaining ten cases were 
committed in locations where militiamen launched attacks on 
civilians in the south of Irumu Territory. 66 percent of survivors 
were minors under 18; 20 percent of suspected perpetrators were 
also minors. UNICEF, international NGO Trocaire and a Congolese 
organization teamed up to provide the necessary assistance. In 
2016, 85% of the cases of sexual gender-based violence reported 
in Ituri. While there is a clear improvement in the medical and 
psychosocial assistance, legal and judicial assistance and 

KASAI CRISIS: FUNDING TRICKLING IN, ACTORS 
RAMPING UP PRESENCE

Over 500 girls and boys have been enrolled as child soldiers 
within the armed groups fighting in the Kasai region and some 
600 cases of sexual violence have been recorded since the 
beginning of the crisis in August 2016, protection experts have 
reported. While these statistics are grim, the reality, particularly on 
sexual violence, is likely more troubling as many cases go 
unreported. Across the three Kasai provinces, protection of civilians 
remains the foremost challenge. Two months after the humanitari-
an community launched a USD $64.5-million appeal for the crisis, 
funding has been slowly trickling in. On 22 June, Humanitarian 
Coordinator Mamadou Diallo disbursed $3 million from the 
Humanitarian Fund, raising to $7.5 million the Fund’s 
contributions to the  response. While waiting for funding, UN 
agencies, international and national NGOs are ramping up their 
presence in the region. Our latest report is available here. 
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https://medium.com/@OCHADRCongo/la-malnutrition-une-urgence-silencieuse-dans-le-haut-lomami-7114fde9fcf1

